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I. INTRODUCTION

Why can’t eighteen-year-old Turkish basketball player Enes Kanter go to the University of Kentucky? An investigation by the National Collegiate Athletics Association (NCAA) determined that Kanter received benefits beyond those required for actual competition from his club team in Turkey. “Enes took advantage of an opportunity to play at the highest level available to him, but the consequences of receiving payments above his actual expenses is not compatible with the collegiate model of sports that our members have developed,” said Kevin Lennon, NCAA vice president of academic and membership affairs.1

Kanter is a recent example of the result of intermingling two systems of developmental athletics.2 He was attempting to make the transition from the governmental and club model for developmental sports in Turkey3 to the scholastic model in America, where athletic teams are tied to education. The underlying principles of amateurism promoted by the NCAA are


directly at odds with the culture both ideologically and
governmentally of that which Kanter was accustomed to. The
developmental athletics institutions in Turkey are built on a
club and governmental model rather than a scholastic model.

The result of the NCAA investigation into his amateur
status determined that he received approximately thirty-three
thousand dollars above his actual expenses not directly required
for competition. Included in these expenses were housing and
tavel provided to his family members.

If Kanter’s situation had been slightly different and he was
born into the scholastic model for developmental athletics in the
United States, his eligibility would not be in question. If Kanter
had been born in America, he could have attended a private
school on a scholarship that would have provided him with
full-time room and board, and the NCAA would consider these
expenses to be directly related to competition. American-born
amateur athletes and their parents have always found ways to
fit in with the NCAA system and its rules that limit them from
taking advantage of the opportunities presented by a packed
stadium. If Enes had been born in the United States, his parents
could have taken a high interest loan leveraged against their
son’s potential future income and current marketability as a
blue chip recruit.

For American-born students, the NCAA provides some
exceptional multisport athletes with another alternative where
they get paid and are still able to attend a NCAA university by
getting paid in another sport. If Kanter had played

---

4. Compare Halgreen, supra note 2, at 72–73 (explaining NCAA eligibility rules
and policy goal of amateurism), with Turam, supra note 3, and NCAA Rules Kentucky
Freshman Ineligible, supra note 1 (discussing Kanter’s NCAA ineligibility due to him
receiving pay to play basketball in Turkey).
5. See Turam, supra note 3, at 53.
6 NCAA Rules Kentucky Freshman Ineligible, supra note 1.
7. Pete Thamel, Turkish Team Says It Paid a Top Kentucky Recruit, N.Y. Times
html.
9. See id. § 15.1.
10. See id. § 15.5.9.
professional soccer, the most popular sport in Turkey, he could still be eligible to play basketball at Kentucky.\textsuperscript{11} By way of example, college football is currently rich in former minor league baseball players following in the footsteps of former Heisman trophy winner Chris Weinke from Florida State University.\textsuperscript{12} Chris Weinke played in the Toronto Blue Jays farm system.\textsuperscript{13} After six years playing professional baseball, Weinke switched gears and went to play football at Florida State University.\textsuperscript{14} After leading the Seminoles to the National Championship, Weinke became the oldest Heisman Trophy winner in history.\textsuperscript{15}

Why does it matter to the NCAA if Enes Kanter received compensation while playing in his native Turkey for a system that customarily paid certain expenses for its star athletes and their families? Why, considering the fact that he made the move while still younger than eighteen to come to the United States to hone his skills in his chosen craft, would he make the mistake of accepting illegal contributions from his club team? He was already a fan favorite at Kentucky before ever playing in a game.\textsuperscript{16} Less than five hundred jerseys, sold at the seventy five dollar price that the official university website sells other Wildcat basketball players’ jerseys, would recoup the living and travel expenses paid illegally to the Kanter family, while they continue to live at home in Turkey.\textsuperscript{17} With his athletic status, Kanter stood little chance of coming out of the Turkish system eligible to play basketball at an NCAA institution, thus

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{11} See id. § 12.1.3. Cf. 2009 ACC Football Legends: Chris Weinke, Florida State, THEACC.COM (Oct. 6, 2009), http://www.theacc.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/100609aac.html (outlining an instance where a former professional baseball player was able to play football at the scholastic level).
  \item \textsuperscript{12} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{13} Chris Weinke Profile, SEMINOLES.COM, http://www.seminoles.com/sports/m-footbl/mtt/weinke_chris00.html (last visited Oct. 26, 2012).
  \item \textsuperscript{14} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{16} NCAA Rules Kentucky Freshman Ineligible, supra note 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{17} Official Online Store of the Kentucky Wildcats, http://www.ukteamshop.com/ (last visited Oct. 26, 2012). As mentioned previously, the NCAA determined that Kanter’s family received $33,000 in illegal expenses. NCAA Rules Kentucky Freshman Ineligible, supra note 1.
\end{itemize}
preventing him from receiving an education at the University of Kentucky. Kanter still hopes to attend and play basketball for the University of Kentucky, even though he could go back to Europe and reap the benefits that come with his considerable talents.

This paper proposes that Enes Kanter and those like him are receiving unfair treatment from the NCAA. First, this paper will examine the importance of foreign students and the pivotal role that they play in the American higher education system. Second, it will look at the different systems of amateur athletics from which this situation arose. In a system that sponsors equality and diversity as virtues for the student athletes, the NCAA lives up to neither criterion in the treatment of international prospects. The subtopic of the paper will be the underlying sham that is amateurism in big time college sports.

II. FOREIGN STUDENTS IN AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION

The American economy is at a trade deficit in almost all areas of commerce. It relies heavily on the rest of the world to provide automobiles, electronics, clothing and most other products that Americans use on a day-to-day basis. The U.S.'s

---

18. See Mike DeCourcy, Enes Kanter a Revolutionary Case for Kentucky, NCAA, AOL.COM SPORTING NEWS (Apr. 14, 2010, 5:57 PM), http://aol.sportingnews.com/ncaa-basketball/story/2010-04-14/enes-kanter-revolutionary-case-for-kentucky-ncaa (discussing the hurdles that Kanter would have to face in order to play for the University of Kentucky).


alarming and growing trade deficit puts an enormous strain on the American economy and threatens its place at the top of the world’s super powers. However, the U.S. does have one commodity that almost every wealthy nation in the world wants to get their hands on: as of 2009, the American education system boasted fifty-four of the world’s top two hundred universities.

Many world leaders have gained experience at American Universities; foreign government officials throughout the world have sought the benefits of the American higher education system. In 2009, international students contributed nearly twenty billion dollars to the U.S. economy. International students boost the local economy by paying for books, room and board, other living expenses, health care, transportation, and for family members who have traveled with the student.

That economic boost does not take in to account the cultural additions and benefits that come with diversity. The Supreme Court affirmed in \textit{Grutter v. Bollinger} that diversity is a compelling state interest. Both professors and students recognize the benefit they receive from different points of view and from different cultural upbringings represented in their classes.

International students are generally considered to enrich cultural diversity of the educational experience as well as

\begin{footnotes}
24. \textit{See id.}.


27. \textit{See id.}.


29. \textit{Id.}.


32. \textit{See id.} at 308.
\end{footnotes}
enhance the reputation of United States universities as world-class scholastic institutions. For these reasons, the United States has since fostered and encouraged the international student system.

A. History of Foreign Students in American Colleges and Universities

Since the Immigration Act of 1924, the United States has allowed foreign students to study in American universities. The purpose of the original act was to limit the quota on many nations’ immigrants to two percent. The restrictions were intended to limit the number of foreign nationals that were allowed to immigrate to the United States. The legislation also created the category of international student for American colleges and universities. Students and faculty members were not counted against the quotas for immigration, which is a telling sign that the legislators at the time believed that educated immigrants brought more to the table than the rest of their countries’ populations.

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 established a change in the American view of immigration. The hard quotas
based on country of origin were no longer the standard.\footnote{42} The new immigration policy was based on a person-by-person basis where it was the responsibility of the Attorney General to determine whether an applicant for immigration would be a benefit rather than a detriment.\footnote{43} Placing an emphasis on screening immigrants and nonimmigrants for admission to the country is an indicator that the creators of the statute had specific goals in mind. It is possible that they could have believed that bringing in the best and brightest minds from all over the world would be a significant benefit to America.

Stemming from the Mutual Educational and Cultural Exchange Act of 1961, the development of “F-1” visas and the creation of “J-1” visas for students who were to be considered nonimmigrants was meant to streamline the international student process.\footnote{44} The criteria to be a nonimmigrant was that the Attorney General had to be convinced that the applicant had a satisfactory home in his country of origin and had the intent to return after completing his studies.\footnote{45} The applicant also had to be eligible to enroll in the approved educational track that he was visiting America to pursue.\footnote{46}

The immigration policies were adapted in 1961 to allow the family members of certain approved nonimmigrants to travel to the United States with the same status.\footnote{47} These changes

\footnote{42}{See Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, 8 U.S.C. § 1151 (1952).}
\footnote{43}{See John W. Porter, The McCarran-Walter Act, 13 LAW. GUILD REV. 79, 79–80 (1953).}
\footnote{45}{Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, 8 U.S.C. § 1101(a)(15)(F) (describing a “bona fide student qualified to pursue a full course of study and who seeks to enter the United States temporarily”). See also David Weissbrodt & Laura Danielson, IMMIGRATION LAW AND PROCEDURE IN A NUTSHELL 185–88 (Thompson West 5th ed. 2005).}
\footnote{46}{Weissbrodt & Danielson, supra note 45, at 185–88. See also Understanding Your I-20, BERKELEY INT'L OFFICE, http://internationaloffice.berkeley.edu/i-20 (last visited Oct. 26, 2012) (explaining that the I-20 certifies that an individual has been admitted to a full-time study program).}
\footnote{47}{See Temporary Migration to the United States, supra note 44, at 21–23 (noting
dramatically simplified the path for both foreign students and professors to take time in the United States, because they were then able to maintain a family structure without having to jump through all of the hoops of bringing their spouses and children with them.\(^\text{48}\)

The 1965 amendments to the Immigration and Nationality Act removed the national origins quota system and the professional restrictions from the decision-making criteria for admission.\(^\text{49}\) While these factors continued to play a role in the ultimate determination of admission status, the immigration policy continued to develop with preference for family-based immigration.\(^\text{50}\)

The current policy for foreign student admission is based more on national security than protectionism.\(^\text{51}\) Foreign students are on a tighter rope due to (a) the September 11, 2001 World Trade Center attacks, (b) other terrorist actions, and (c) the general political state of the country.\(^\text{52}\) Schools must now report any foreign students that do not enroll within thirty days of the beginning of a term.\(^\text{53}\) Students working on nonimmigrant visas are not allowed to work off campus while in the United States.\(^\text{54}\)

The Patriot Act . . . was passed by the House and Senate and signed by President Bush on October 26, 2001.\(^\text{55}\) It “includes provisions to expand how the immigration law was changed to add more categories of nonimmigrants including exchange workers and family members).\(^\text{55}\)

48. See generally id. (explaining how the new categories of nonimmigrant visas prevented the haphazard application of various types of visas being applied to exchange aliens by reserving the F visas students and J visas for exchange students thereby making the process more predictable. New categories were also created to accommodate the spouses and children of foreign students and exchange visitors).

49. Id. at 23; Charles B. Keely, Effects of the Immigration Act of 1965 on Selected Characteristics of Immigrants to the United States, vol. 8, no. 2 DEMOGRAPHY 157, 159–61 (1971).

50. See Temporary Migration to the United States, supra note 44, at 5, 20–23.

51. See HADDAL, supra note 35, at CRS-1.

52. See id.

53. 8 C.F.R. § 214.3(g)(2).

54. HADDAL, supra note 35, at CRS-2.

the foreign students tracking system and authorizes $36 million in appropriations for the foreign student monitoring system. It also requires INS to have the foreign students tracking system fully operational by January 1, 2003.56

These decisions by the government may be necessary for national security, but they make it more difficult for foreign students to enroll at an American university, and to come and contribute to American society.

In 2006, President George W. Bush supported a bill that would have allowed foreign students to work off campus while pursuing their degrees, but it did not make it through the 109th Congress.57 The bill would have also allowed some students in “shortage” occupations to obtain green cards after graduation.58

The most recent adaptation to the Immigration and Nationality Act allows the Attorney General to request a bond from nonimmigrant foreign students to ensure that upon the completion of their studies they return to their nation of origin.59

Enes Kanter fits under the category of the F-1 visa. He is eligible to remain in the country only during his period of study.60 To be approved to study in the United States, he must “document that he has sufficient funds . . . to cover all expenses for 12 months.”61 It can be difficult for a student in his situation to establish twelve months of funding. While a full athletic scholarship is supposed to cover all of the needs of the student,


58. See id. §524(a).

59. See Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1184(a) (2006). See also United States v. Manufacturers Cas. Ins. Co., 113 F. Supp. 402, 404 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) (“The exaction of such a bond is authorized . . . to insure that, at the expiration of such time or upon failure to maintain the status under which admitted, he will depart from the United States.”) (citation omitted).

60. HADDAL, supra note 35, at CRS-2.

61. Id.
leaving them with no need for outside employment, many schools leave quite a gap in the amount of financial aid provided and the actual cost of attending the school.62 The shortfall at the University of Kentucky is $2,100 per year or $10,500 over the five-year life of the scholarship.63

Under the “F-1” visa, nonimmigrant students are only allowed to work on campus, and only in a position that does not displace an American student or employee.64 The burden placed on Kanter as an international student in this situation is much heavier than an American student who would have access to on campus jobs in order to close the gap left by his athletic scholarship.

B. Current Economics and Distribution of Foreign Students

Higher education programs in the United States are filled with foreign students looking to take advantage of the American education system.65 The students hope to take advantage of the reputation of American universities on which they will be able to capitalize, either when returning to their home countries or when trying to gain employment in America.66

There are two drastically different schools of thought on the subject of foreign students in American universities. One concept is that in order to be the world leader in all aspects of education, America needs to attract the best and brightest minds from all over the globe.67 There are several reasons for

63. Id. (follow “3. Scholarship Shortfalls at 336 NCAA Division I Colleges” hyperlink).
64. See HADDAD, supra note 35, at CRS-2.
67. Id.
universities to bring in foreign students. There is global competition to bring the best and brightest students to colleges and universities in order to improve the overall education experience for all students in the programs.\textsuperscript{68} American universities have found that they need a boost in the representation of foreign-born students in their science and engineering programs because on some levels the country is lacking in those areas of study in primary schools.\textsuperscript{69} Evidence of American universities’ intentions can be found in the population of graduate school programs.\textsuperscript{70}

The second concept revolves around the belief that foreign students should be prohibited from remaining to work in the United States, if allowed to study here at all.\textsuperscript{71} This mindset is split between a national security model and a protectionist model that is based on the desire to conserve American resources for American citizens.\textsuperscript{72}

The Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation study examined the background of foreign students that have gone on to shape American business industries.\textsuperscript{73} The study showed that more than half of the foreign-born entrepreneurs who have helped to build the American economy and assist in the American technical landscape first came to the country to study in

\begin{itemize}
  \item[\textsuperscript{68}] See id. at 55–56.
  \item[\textsuperscript{70}] See Karin Fischer, Chinese Students Account for About Half of All International Applicants to U.S. Graduate Programs, CHRON. HIGHER EDUC. (2012), available at http://chronicle.com/article/Chinese-Students-Account-for/131416/ (foreign graduate students comprise fourteen percent of all students at American graduate schools).
  \item[\textsuperscript{72}] Id.
\end{itemize}
American universities.\footnote{Lu, supra note 56, at 343.}

On an individual level, it is definitely the international student that benefits most from his nonimmigrant status and the permission to study and work in the United States.\footnote{See GNI > Current US$ (Per Capita) by Country, World Development Indicators database, \textsc{NationMaster.com}, \url{http://www.NationMaster.com/graph/eco_gni_cur_us_percap-gni-current-us-per-capita} (last visited Sept. 13, 2012) (listing countries’ gross national product in current U.S. dollars).} The gross national income per capita of the United States is the sixth highest in the world at almost $42,000 USD per person.\footnote{Id.} The weighted average for the world is almost $9,000 USD, and Turkey, for example, comes in at seventieth place at around $5,000 USD per year.\footnote{Id.} These numbers are averages across an incredibly large sample set, and not necessarily reflective of college-educated individuals,\footnote{Id.} however, it is a good example of the disparity between earning power in the United States and some of the world’s developing countries.\footnote{Id.}

From a system-wide viewpoint, it is the American people that benefit from having the best and brightest from all over the world train and wish to work in the United States. Besides the direct economic impact of international students and their dependents,\footnote{See The Economic Benefits of International Education to the United States of America: A Statistical Analysis, 2004–2005, \textsc{NAFSA}, \url{http://www.nafsa.org/Explore_International_Education/Impact/Data_And_Statistics/The_Economic_Benefits_of_International_Education_to_the_United_States_of_America__A_Statistical_Analysis__2004-2005/} (“[Foreign students and their dependents contributed approximately $13.29 billion to the U.S. economy during the 2004–2005 academic year.”).} the talent and intelligence of international students looking to remain in the United States is vital for many American corporations.\footnote{See Daniel Gross, \textit{Send Us Your Tired, Your Poor, Your Business Executives: Why are Big American Companies Hiring Foreign-born CEOs?}, \textsc{Slate} (Aug. 17, 2007), \url{http://www.slate.com/id/2172346/} (examining why large companies need top executives who are comfortable operating around the world).}

Americans also benefit from the purely intellectual additions supplied by the labor of both former and current international
students. For example, the man “[k]nown as the Father of the Pentium processor, which runs ninety percent of computers today, Vinod Dham, a native of India, graduated from the University of Cincinnati in 1977.”

The 2006 addition to the Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act, had it been passed, would have allowed off campus work authorization for foreign students and to allow America to economically benefit from having foreign students in the country. The act would have allowed “eligible students who obtain an offer of employment to obtain a green card after paying a $1,000 fee and completing necessary security clearances.”

C. Interests of the American People in Retaining Foreign Students

As noted, President Bush attempted to pass legislation to allow students going into “shortage” occupations a chance to gain permanent resident status or even citizenship. That idea is quite a departure from the previous statutory regime, as the current code requires the Attorney General to certify that each student had strong enough ties to their country of origin to make sure they would return.

In order for a foreign student to remain in the United States after the term of their visa, the student must be sponsored by an employer or have a family tie to a United States citizen. As mentioned, many American companies owe large parts of their success to foreign executives. These companies do not just rely

82. Lu, supra note 56, at 345–46.
83. Id. at 343.
84. Id. at 372–73.
85. Id. at 373 (citing Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act of 2006, S. 2611, 109th Cong. § 525(b)).
87. See HADDAL, supra note 35, at CRS-2.
88. Id. at CRS-14.
89. See Daniel Gross, Send Us Your Tired, Your Poor, Your Business Executives:
on foreign employees for the skills and knowledge to run the show; many American corporations hire foreign students directly out of school to bolster their workforce, preferring potential employees to have permanent resident status when conducting the hiring process.90

D. Burdens that Foreign Student Athletes Face in America

One particular type of foreign student is the student athlete. Foreign student athletes generally face greater pressures than other foreign students.91 They must closely interact with native born American students and coaches, who frequently do not speak the student’s native language,92 and they are usually younger than their largely graduate school counterparts.

III. DRASTICALLY DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENTAL SPORTS MODELS

Sport has a social value and continues to occupy the privileged place which it enjoys today only because it is a source of emulation for youth, a school of will and perseverance, one of the last strongholds of fair-play and respect for opponents, an initiation into team spirit and camaraderie and a games practiced at all ages.93

While the value of grass roots athletics is similar throughout the world, there are some specific differences in the community sports philosophy that shape the developmental systems used in various communities. Parents could choose to send their


92 See, e.g., Washington State University, Quick Facts, http://about.wsu.edu/about/facts.aspx (last visited Oct. 22, 2012); University of Missouri—St. Louis, Student Body Profile Fall 2011, http://www.umsl.edu/about/studentprofile.html (last updated June 27, 2012); Southeastern Louisiana University Office of Institutional Research and Assessment, Undergraduate & Graduate Students by Age and Gender, (May 10, 2011) http://www2.southeastern.edu/Administration/Inst-Research/Student/data.cgi?stuage.txt.

children through a system different from what is customary, but that would add an expense that may not make sense.

A. The European Union Model

“Sport is an area of human activity that greatly interests citizens of the European Union and has enormous potential for bringing them together, reaching out to all, regardless of age or social origin.”

The method implemented for grass roots athletic training in Europe is system that starts with volunteers from the community. The system is a pyramid with a recreational and developmental base and an elite, professional cap. The bottom of that developmental base is relegated to the community. As the young athlete progresses from novice to burgeoning young star, he will transition from community-centered training to a sports club or federation.

The basis for European sport can be separated in to four models: “bureaucratic, entrepreneurial, social and missionary.” The four models can be best distinguished by the amount of government regulation in their implementation. The most influential government system is direct government intervention. In that system, the central government of the country defines the goals of the sports program and regulates the implementation. In a semi-governmental model, the government will define the objectives, but the implementation is left up to either semi-governmental or non-governmental

95. See id. at 6 (“[T]he organization of amateur sport [is] based on non-profit clubs and volunteering”).
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id.
101. Id.
bodies.102

The European semi-governmental model is most similar to the NCAA and the United States’ scholastic athletic model.103 Several other European countries employ a free market approach in which the only government involvement is directed at the health, safety, and welfare of the children involved.104 Malta is the only nation in Europe that has a system with no government intervention.105

These organizational systems can be further broken down by two key components. The first is the funding for the organizations, and the second is the actual management and coaching that implements the training.106 The most common model for Olympic sports is public funding coupled with club run training facilities.107 In the most common model for the European major team sports, soccer and basketball, the organization typically includes a mix of public and private funding with the club in complete control of the operation of the training and recruitment.108 In the situation where the private club is responsible for the actual training of the athletes, the club will, on its own initiative, recruit talented athletes.109

The club-based model is not directly analogous to the free market system; however, it is an entrepreneurial system that is decidedly for profit.110 While young athletes cannot be considered a simple commodity, there is definitely competition amongst the clubs to sign the best players at a young age.111 A

102. Id. at 65–66.
103. See id. at 66 (noting that Spain and the United Kingdom are among other European countries following the semi-governmental model).
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id. at 68.
107. Id. at 69.
108. Id. at 70.
109. See id. at 71.
111. Żyśko & Piątkowski, supra note 97, at 70–71.
good example of the bidding process for young athletes is Italian Mario Balotelli, who signed his first professional contract at age fifteen with A.C. Lumezzane. At age sixteen, he negotiated to change clubs. The eventual winner in the battle for his services was F.C. Internazionale (Inter) based out of Milan, Italy. When he was twenty, a second round of negotiations started. Manchester United and Manchester City, two of the top teams in the English Premier League, battled to sign the young star. Manchester City won and purchased Balotelli from Inter for 25 million Euros. There are some recognizable drawbacks to the European model for athletic development. In cases where the children start young in their respective sports, some of the athletes miss out on the well-rounded upbringing that can be included in the scholastic environment.

There has been a tendency to focus on short-term goals in the pursuit of starting success which means that the question of life after sport has been overlooked. As a result, many athletes reach the end of their professional sports careers only to find themselves without the necessary academic or other vocational qualifications to gain employment in other sectors. The club Real Madrid is good example of the “semi-governmental model”. The club has professional teams in both soccer and basketball, and developmental youth teams.

113. Id.
114. Id.
115. See id.
118. Żyśko & Piątkowski, supra note 97, at 64.
119. Id. at 64–65.
The Real Madrid Academy of Champions selects the best players from the city and surrounding community to nurture their talents and bring out the best from their potential.\textsuperscript{121} The club’s youth leagues extend all the way down to eleven-year-old competition (U11).\textsuperscript{122} While the majority of coaching for the younger divisions of the club is handled by volunteers, the entire venture in no way can be described as amateur. As club president Florentino Perez stated, after the club signed Cristiano Ronaldo for an amazing eighty six million Euros, that “[t]his is a business project and we are investing. Whoever sees it any other way is mistaken.”\textsuperscript{123} The club is run as a nonprofit social trust.\textsuperscript{124} That means that the Spanish government has accepted the club as a benefit to the community and they receive comparable tax-exempt status.\textsuperscript{125} The more than eighty five thousand shareholders, or “socios,” for the team are different from shareholders of other public corporations.\textsuperscript{126} The member owners treat the business as a nonprofit venture, and therefore all of the profits from the business are able to return to the club.\textsuperscript{127}
B. The American Model

The basic foundation for youth sports in America is parallel to the European system. Both are pyramid structures with a solid base created by volunteers and parents working to establish their children’s futures in sport. The first substantial diversion from the European model becomes evident by the time American children reach the adolescent stage.\textsuperscript{128} At that time, the American tradition fosters a horizontally integrated system with a major dichotomy between amateur and professional sports.\textsuperscript{129}

At age twelve, when a promising young European athlete would be guided to the developmental level of a vertically integrated club team,\textsuperscript{130} his corresponding American counterpart will be heading off to either a governmentally or privately sponsored junior high school.\textsuperscript{131} Even when young athletes enter college and participate in college sports, they will not be considered to be participating in a market for college sports.\textsuperscript{132} The American system is characterized by a sharp dichotomy between amateurs and professionals, but the line dividing the two is more complicated than whether or not an athlete is “paid to play.”\textsuperscript{133}

IV. NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETICS ASSOCIATION RULES AND STANDARDS

For the majority of athletes and fans across the country, college sports embody everything that is great about America. Competitive and motivated student athletes strive to represent their schools to the best of their ability, not because they are


\textsuperscript{129} Id. at 102–03.

\textsuperscript{130} Żyśko & Piątkowsk, supra note 97, at 71.

\textsuperscript{131} See Nafziger, supra note 128, at 104 (highlighting the role that schools and colleges play in the development of professional and non-professional American athletes).

\textsuperscript{132} Mary Grace Miller, \textit{The NCAA and the Student-Athlete: Reform Is on the Horizon}, 46 U. RICH. L. REV. 1141, 1155 (2012).

\textsuperscript{133} Nafziger, supra note 128, at 104.
getting paid, but because they love their sport, their school, and their fellow students. In an ideal world, that majority would encompass the whole, and the revenue generated in the billions by fans across the country would be used to provide educational expenses for both student athletes as well as their classmates.134 Unfortunately, those conditions are not representative of the whole. While the hard work and perseverance of all student athletes is commendable, some of those students, for various reasons, are more talented as well as more marketable than their peers.135 Because of those differences, they are more valuable commodities.136 High-performing athletes bring in large amounts of revenue for their schools. For instance, the University of Texas’ revenue from merchandise increased to eight million dollars after the football team won the 2006 national championship.137

In the Kanter case, the NCAA claims that he violated several of the bylaws by receiving benefits for playing basketball above those required for competition.138 The specific bylaws that Kanter violated have not been released by the NCAA, but the list of rules that were broken (if all of the allegations are true) is quite long.139 Under article 12, section 1.2.1, the NCAA lists out


the prohibited forms of pay or compensation. Kanter violated the rules regarding direct payment; expenses, awards, and benefits; and expenses for parents/legal guardians of participants. He also violated the rules regarding involvement with professional teams. All of these violations stem from the cultural differences between Turkish and American athletics.

A. Eligibility Requirements

The NCAA bylaws on amateurism are written to be clear-cut, with little room for discussion or debate. Section 12 of the NCAA bylaws deals with the general principles of amateurism. Section 12.1.2 deals with the overall qualifications regarding amateur status. The summary of 12.1.2 is that the athlete cannot receive compensation of any kind in the sport in which they wish to compete on the NCAA level.

To ensure that the association is living up to their motto of amateurism as a virtue in sports, the NCAA has established an eligibility center to oversee the final standing of students before they are able to compete in competition.

NCAA initial-eligibility guidelines attempt to ensure that international and domestic students meet essentially the same academic and amateurism eligibility requirements. Since the international community does not have a system comparable to American high school athletics, many international students compete for clubs. Many such clubs are professional or involve professional athletes. This circumstance sometimes affects the amateur status of international student-athletes attempting to
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play NCAA sports.\textsuperscript{147} The NCAA has several criteria for both international and domestic students that can be reviewed by the NCAA eligibility clearinghouse.\textsuperscript{148} In the case of international student athletes, some of these criteria can be breached simply because of the developmental system that trained them through adolescence. It is quite standard for athletes coming out of the club sports programs to have experience competing against professional athletes.\textsuperscript{149} In the European system, athletes of any age can be paid depending on the market for either their current skills or their potential.\textsuperscript{150} An amateur could frequently find himself competing with or against professionals.\textsuperscript{151} The same could be said for an amateur who merely tries out with a professional team.\textsuperscript{152}

Generally, signing a contract and accepting payment from a professional team makes an athlete ineligible to compete in college athletics.\textsuperscript{153} The same is true for receiving a salary to participate on the team, whether the team is considered an amateur or professional team.\textsuperscript{154} The situation is again murky with regard to benefits from an agent or a prospective agent.\textsuperscript{155} The young players in European sports clubs are represented by
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personnel from the club.\textsuperscript{156} In this situation, benefits that could normally be considered specifically in use for competition would be coming from a prospective agent under technical NCAA rules.\textsuperscript{157}

The NCAA’s website gives the following story behind its founding:

The NCAA was founded in 1906 to protect young people from the dangerous and exploitive athletics practices of the time. The rugged nature of early-day football, typified by mass formations and gang tackling, resulted in numerous injuries and deaths and prompted many college and universities to discontinue the sport. In many places, college football was run by student groups that often hired players and allowed them to compete as non-students. Common sentiment among the public was that college football should be reformed or abolished.\textsuperscript{158}

The founders of the NCAA most likely did not consider an environment where large numbers of international students came to colleges and universities to pursue an education, while contributing back to the schools through athletics.\textsuperscript{159} The primary focus was on restricting nonstudents from competing in scholastic football leagues.

The purpose of continued legislation by the NCAA was to ensure that the sanctity of sports in higher education was not tarnished by professional athletes who could steal the sport’s innocence and manipulate the core values of athletics.\textsuperscript{160} The NCAA states that its goal is to “preserve amateurism by assuring that the recruitment of student athletes does not
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become a commercial activity.”161 To preserve amateurism, the NCAA implemented rules regarding prep athletics where the NCAA eligibility clearinghouse scrutinizes the player’s involvement with what could be professional teams.162

The NCAA established additional rules to assist the eligibility officers with more easily determining if a youth athlete was participating on a professional team.163 Athletes may not participate in college athletics if they have participated in organized competition in the sport that they wish to compete in for a year after graduating from high school.164 The criterion for whether competition is organized is an easy standard to reach.165 While these rules, which are intended to simplify the rulings and reduce the overhead cost of eligibility investigations, are simple to follow, they are also very broad and leave a lot of room for individual decisions on eligibility.

Beyond amateurism, the NCAA has professed an interest in maintaining the competitive balance between teams.166 The justification for wanting to “harmonize the rules of intercollegiate sports competition with the goals of amateurism, competitive balance among teams, and the larger educational mission of higher education”167 goes beyond the welfare of student athletes. The NCAA is also responsible for maintaining the product that is collegiate athletics. That requires a vigilant focus on the needs of the fans, the universities, the students and the sponsors.

Even in the early days of the NCAA, sponsorship and revenue were key focuses of the association.168
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institutions were increasingly concerned about how the new medium of television would affect football attendance.”

V. SIGNIFICANT ISSUES WITH NCAA AMATEUR ATHLETICS

Two main issues with NCAA are the loopholes around athletes’ eligibility status and the anti-trust issues involving the restriction of athletes’ bargaining power.

A. Loopholes

The NCAA’s treatment of benefits as not being related to competition is an arbitrary standard. The letter of the rule states that a school cannot provide a student anything more than “actual and necessary expenses for participation on the team.” In spite of that rule, it is a common practice of the NCAA regarding the college football bowl games to offer gift suites for the players. The gift suites are not actually sponsored by the NCAA or the member universities, but they have become a standard practice that has replaced giving bonuses to athletes. “The NCAA generally prohibits amateur college-football players from receiving gifts, cash, services or sports-club memberships. But the exceptions include player awards valued at $175 for underclassmen and $325 for seniors.” The gift to the players is not the problem. Leniency on behalf of the NCAA in the administration of their rules helps the student athletes at a time when they are not allowed to pursue employment off campus. The issue is that the NCAA is participating in and allowing an activity that would be
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investigated during the eligibility determination process.

A second pre-collegiate enrollment activity that will be reviewed by the eligibility clearinghouse is receiving “benefits from an agent or prospective agent.” As a member of the national championship Auburn University Tigers football team, Cam Newton was embroiled in controversy all season because of money that his father allegedly solicited from universities when Cam was in the process of transferring from Blinn Junior College back to Division I football. Cam argued that even if his father did solicit money from a booster or agent’s representative, he claimed that he had no knowledge of the event. The NCAA rule states that neither the athlete nor his family can accept benefits. In Cam’s case, the NCAA determined that neither he nor Auburn University had knowledge of the violation that occurred.

However, the NCCA does not always consistently apply these rules. On appeal to the NCAA regarding his son’s eligibility, Enes Kanter’s father claimed that his son had no knowledge of the benefits received by the family from his club team. “We were informed by the NCAA that the flexible decisions made by the NCAA staff in other high-profile cases could not be used in case precedent and were not binding on the NCAA going forward,” UK athletic director Mitch Barnhart said in a release.

---
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statement from his father was accurate, then this is an unfair result. Payment from any source to a student or his family should be treated equally. The NCAA should not take the position that a high profile player on the verge of winning the Heisman trophy,\textsuperscript{182} like Cam Newton,\textsuperscript{183} and earning millions of dollars for the NCAA and member universities has different rights or privileges than an incoming freshman from Turkey.

There are examples of students in the same situation being treated differently in other aspects of NCAA amateurism reviews. Richard Jefferson and Luke Walton were teammates on the University of Arizona basketball team.\textsuperscript{184} Walton was originally from San Diego and Jefferson was originally from Phoenix.\textsuperscript{185} The two met each other while playing high school basketball and decided to attend the same university.\textsuperscript{186} During summer vacation, Walton’s father paid for his son and his son’s friend to fly from Tucson to San Diego.\textsuperscript{187} The NCAA suspended Jefferson for a game for receiving benefits from a prospective agent not related to actual competition.\textsuperscript{188} The suspension occurred because the elder Walton, a former professional basketball player, was considered to be an agent or an agent’s representative.\textsuperscript{189} Even though the treatment and benefits received by the two players were identical, only Jefferson was suspended. The favorable treatment from the NCAA stems from a bylaw which allows expenses to be paid if the athlete is
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“naturally or legally dependent” on the individual giving the gift.\footnote{190}

The rule regarding benefits from agents or potential agents is particularly difficult for international student athletes.\footnote{191} The NCAA rule only states that the eligibility must be reviewed if the benefits received are from a person who meets the criteria of being an agent or an agent’s representative.\footnote{192} In a sports model based on either the club system or the governmental system, the person paying the bills for the team will almost always be considered an agent or an agent’s representative.\footnote{193} All of the negotiating for these leagues is internal.\footnote{194}

Possibly the biggest loophole around the NCAA amateur eligibility requirements is the possibility of signing a contract to play a different sport professionally and still maintain amateur status.\footnote{195} College football is currently rich in former minor league baseball players, like Heisman trophy winner Chris Weinke from Florida State University.\footnote{196} Another baseball player, Brandon Weeden, recently led the Oklahoma State University (OSU) football team to the top of the Big XII and to a spot in the Valero Alamo Bowl.\footnote{197}

Both OSU and the University of Arizona received over three million dollars for participating in the event.\footnote{198} After being selected in the second round of the MLB draft, Weeden spent
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five years in the New York Yankees farm system. Weeden’s success as a minor league baseball prospect did not implicate the NCAA’s amateur-status rules, thus enabling him to lead Oklahoma State University to a lucrative position in a national bowl game in addition to academic success.

B. Anti-Trust Issues

The NCAA organizes athletics for colleges and universities. A century ago, the presidents of the universities and those responsible for organizing athletics decided that there was a need for a uniform association responsible for all rules and regulations regarding athletic competition. The organization and rules that sprang up from those early decisions is the NCAA. The established thought that emerged was that students were amateurs, and the revenue produced through college athletics belonged to the schools. If the athletes wanted a different system, they had other options in major and minor professional sports leagues.

The athletic directors and university presidents of the larger programs have no interest in changing the system that brings big money to the big time athletic programs. “Never. Ever. No, no, no,” said Chris Plonsky, who oversees women’s athletics at the University of Texas. “Athletes will never, ever be treated as employees of universities. I can promise you that.”

The casual fan will often look at the revenue from college football and basketball and find it absurd that the school is not
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compensating the workers who earn these revenues. The policy from the NCAA is that all of the athletes receive scholarships. The average full scholarship to the University of Texas pays out $41,832 with a total five-year scholarship paying the athlete more than $200,000 for tuition, room, board, books, and other expenses.

One of the first things critics challenge about the NCAA’s system of amateurism is the unfair labor practice in restricting the bargaining power of the workers in the field. The common claim is that the NCAA as well as member institutions, violate the Sherman Anti-Trust Act.

The Sherman Antitrust Act prohibits unreasonable restraints on trade. In National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Board of Regents of the University of Oklahoma, the U.S. Supreme Court decided a case where the NCAA was sued by the University of Oklahoma for an unreasonable restraint on trade:

There can be no doubt that the challenged practices of the NCAA constitute a ‘restraint of trade’ in the sense that they limit members’ freedom to negotiate and enter into their own television contracts. In that sense, however, every contract is a restraint of trade, and as we have repeatedly recognized, the Sherman Act was
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intended to prohibit only unreasonable restraints of trade.\textsuperscript{214}

This case was only related to television contracts, and had no holding on student compensation, but it opened the door to the consideration that college athletics are commercial ventures.\textsuperscript{215} In \textit{Gaines v. Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Ass’n}, the federal district court found that the NCAA is subject to antitrust litigation because “the NCAA—and its member institutions—are engaged in a business venture of far greater magnitude than the vast majority of ‘profit-making’ enterprises.”\textsuperscript{216} In that case, a college football player was denied eligibility under the NCAA rules regarding amateurism.\textsuperscript{217}

The NCAA eligibility rule, on the other hand, are not subject to the same scrutiny.\textsuperscript{218} In spite of the fact that the Court opened the NCAA up to the possibility of antitrust regulation, athletes’ eligibility remains restricted by the amateurism rules established by the Association.\textsuperscript{219} To date, courts have consistently held that the athlete’s amateur status does not merit antitrust consideration.\textsuperscript{220}

\textbf{VI. PRACTICAL AND IMPRACTICAL SOLUTIONS}

“The history and culture of the NCAA has for decades revolved around the concept of amateurism and the notion of the ‘student-athlete.’”\textsuperscript{221} The institution probably could not function if professional athletes were fully incorporated into the mix.
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With over four hundred thousand athletes participating in NCAA sports, even paying them a partial monthly stipend of one hundred dollars could cost schools tens of millions of dollars.

A. Plausible Solution for International Student Athletes

The NCAA could take strides to recognize some of the cultural differences of international athletic programs. The easiest way to regulate and perform eligibility checks would be to enforce few bright line rules. This Article proposes that the NCAA should eliminate the rules related to playing with professional teams while involved in developmental sports. Furthermore, the NCAA should discard rules about teams paying incentives beyond actual and necessary expenses for competition, and they should remove the rules about trying out for professional teams. Lastly, this Article proposes that the NCAA should get rid of a status of any kind, be it amateur or professional, before a certain age.

The NCAA could establish a fair structure that would work within its core values, including “an inclusive culture that fosters equitable participation for student-athletes and career opportunities for coaches and administrators from diverse backgrounds.” The NCAA ought to simplify the eligibility process by removing the restriction on playing with and trying out for professional teams before entering college. The rules regulating the behavior of colleges and universities would remain in place. The schools would not pay the athletes, and the restrictions on athletes being paid directly for their participation in athletics through scholarships would remain.

The student athletes should also be allowed to earn money to support themselves and their families while in school. This change would also help to enable athletes to benefit the school through athletics. The NCAA or a similar organization could put a restrictive cap on the hourly wage that a athlete could earn to


prevent the corruption of booster groups paying an athlete for his performance through outside channels.

B. Implausible Total Change

Running contrary to the capitalistic ideal that controls college sports, and therefore largely improbable, this paper suggests a total system change. Change would bring the American developmental athletic system more in line with the rest of the world. Colleges and universities should not worry if the athletes are professional. The school could function similar to the senior team for a European soccer club. Each school could align themselves with one or two of the high schools and junior high schools in the area to form junior leagues. The schools could then use the revenue that they receive from the community and the billions of dollars possible from television revenue to build up the academics of the entire education system.

The athletic program could still wear the name of the school. The traditional rivalries could still compete in the same leagues. The community could still have the pride of sending both the best and brightest academically and athletically to the college or university of their choosing. However, much like the rest of the student body is not required to play football because that does not make sense for their academic success, the athletes would not be required to be regular students in the sense that the scholastic undertaking is not directly in line with the athletic success.

The international students coming to America and bringing with them a different background of culture and ideas would easily fit into this system. Nothing would prevent them from attending classes if that were part of their interest, but the system would remove the farce of amateur student athletes in
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The possibility would then exist for some of the teams to compensate athletes, where it makes sense commercially. The state schools might see a problem conforming these payments and overall athletic opportunities to the equal protection requirements of Title IX and the Constitution. The more complete solution would have these teams sponsored entirely by corporations. If the athletes were not actually students, programs might be able to skirt by the constitutional issues.

VII. EPILOGUE

The story for Enes Kanter results in an unfortunate decision by the NCAA. The NCAA recently ruled on Kanter’s final appeal: he will never be allowed to play basketball for the University of Kentucky. Fortunately for Enes, the end result should be quite positive because the University of Kentucky will remain true to their promise. They plan to keep Kanter on as a student assistant coach. The basketball coach at Kentucky, John Calipari, has stated that he will use this year to prepare Kanter to enter the NBA draft.

Calipari has transitioned many of his players from college superstars to quality NBA talent. The past two NBA rookies of the year have come out of his stable of college talent. From Calipari’s 2006 team, only one player has not played in the NBA. Five players from Kentucky’s roster last year were drafted and are playing in the NBA this season. While no one is
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saying that Calipari developed the players or was the only
reason for their success, he should be able to give Enes Kanter
the best possible opportunity to continue his transformation. He
has gone from child, to child prodigy, to superstar athlete, to a
symbol of what many people believe is wrong with the NCAA.